Stephen Hui Geological Museum is the first and only geological museum in Hong Kong. Dr Stephen Hui 許士芬博士 had been a life-long supporter of HKU. Apart from constructing the Hui Oi Chow Science Building, which was named in honour of his father, Dr Hui had also generously donated his extensive mineral collection, forming the core of the Museum’s permanent display.

After the passing away of Dr Hui in 1989, his wife Madam Anna Hui, and sons, Richard and William, have continued to support the advancement of Earth Sciences, and have set up the Dr Stephen S F Hui Trust Fund and established the Stephen Hui Geological Museum.
70th Anniversary Lecture Series

Darwin, Science and religion - How History Can Help
by Professor Frank James, Professor of History of Science, The Royal Institution of Great Britain, February 13, 2009.

Seeing Black Holes
by Professor Kin Wah Wu, Chair of Theoretical Astrophysics and Head of Theory, Mullard Space Science Laboratory, University College London, UK and Royal Society Kan Tong Po Visiting Professor, HKU, March 11, 2009.

Science-in-Action Talk Series – organised for Form 5-7 students

Seeing Tomorrow: Decision Making under Risk
By Dr Philip L H Yu, Associate Professor, Department of Statistics & Actuarial Science, February 18, 2009.

Science - What a Wonderful World
by Professor M S F Lie Ken Jie, Honorary Professor, School of Biological Sciences, March 5, 2009.

Does Applied Mathematics Exist? - A Lesson from Godfrey Harold Hardy
by Professor M K Siu, Honorary Professor, Department of Mathematics, April 28, 2009.

Homecoming Day
Alumni came back and enjoyed a warm reunion with the Faculty’s staff and students on May 9, 2009. Please visit www.hku.hk/science/70th for the highlights.

Anniversary Dinner
Date : November 15, 2009 (Sunday)
Time : 7:00 p.m. – 10:00 p.m. (Reception from 6:00 p.m.)
Venue : Convention Hall, Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre

Come and celebrate with us!
Please go to http://www.hku.hk/science/70th/ for registration.
Should you require further information, please contact the Faculty of Science by email at scialum@hkucc.hku.hk or by phone at 2859 2683.